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ABSTRACT
THE TEMPORAL ORGANIZATION OF MOTHER-INFANT INTERACTION
AT 3, 6, AND 9 MONTHS
September, 1983
Jeffrey Franklin Cohn, B.A., University of Wisconsin
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed By: Professor Edward Tronick
Social interaction is thought to be of central importance to the infant's
developing sense of competence and characteristic patterns of relating. The
nature and coordination of the constituent behaviors comprising social
interaction, however, are not well understood. The literature has emphasized
the behavior of infants under 6 months of age and has been constrained by
analytic techniques.
The present study uses sequential techniques to study the face to face
interaction of 54 mother-infant pairs: 18 at each of 3, 6, and 9 months of age.
Interactions were videotaped using split-screen techniques and videotapes
coded using behavioral descriptors and a 1/4 sec time base. Developmental
modifications in infant attention were investigated and hypotheses concerning
the sequential constraint among dyadic states were tested.
There were developmental modifications both in the proportion of time
spent in dyadic states and in the pattern of transitions among states. The
proportion of infant attention off the mother remains relatively constant from
3 to 9 months, but the proportion of off in which the infant attends to objects
increases markedly. Correlated with this increase is mother cycling between
attend and mutual object and attempts to positively elicit the infant.
viii
At 3 and 6 months the infant's positive cycles are framed by those of the
mother. The pathway to a joint positive state at 3 months is similar to that
predicted by Tronick: mother positive infant avert ; to mother positive infant
neutral
?
to i°int Positive . At 6 months mother positive infant neutral remains
the significant transition leading to joint positive
, but it is reached through
mother and infant neutral
.
At 9 months the infant's positive cycles are less
contingent on those of the mother and there is an increase in joint positive .
These data suggest a developmental progression both in the differen-
tiation of infant attention and the symmetry of the dyadic interaction.
Implications for clinical assessment and intervention are discussed.
ix
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Social interaction is thought to be of central importance to the infant's
developing sense of competence and characteristic patterns of relating. The
nature and coordination of the constituent behaviors comprising social inter-
action, however, are not well understood. Studies of face to face interaction
have primarily investigated only summary aspects of interactions, such as total
frequencies of mother or infant behaviors. Although providing much useful
information, analyses limited to summary features can provide only an approxi-
mation of the interactive process. They permit only a partial understanding of
how mother and infant behavior is coordinated in time. Until the process of
social interaction is better understood, our ability to relate aspects of social
development to the quality of social interchanges is necessarily limited.
Limited as well is our ability to design effective interventions in our clinical
work.
Recent papers by Allison and Liker (1982), Thomas and Malone (1979)
and Bogartz (1979) along with earlier work by Raush (1972) would suggest that
social interaction may be considered through at least four successive filters.
The first entails consideration of the frequency distributions of each partner's
behavior. Stated differently, the frequency distribution of a partner's behavior
may be expressed in terms of expected (unconditional) probabilities or what
Thomas and Malone refer to as response bias. This level of analysis has been
the province of most studies of social interaction. To investigate the temporal
1
2organization of interactions, however, requires consideration of additional
levels of inquiry.
The second level of analysis is the temporal distribution of each
partner's behavior. This refers to questions of whether behavior is periodic or
has a distinct continguency structure (i.e., is non-random). The timing and
sequencing of a partner's behavior have been referred to as auto-correlation or
self-regulation.
At the third level of analysis one can investigate the sequential
constraints among dyadic states. Reciprocal (turn talking) and simultaneous
(coactional) patterns have been described. Because there is a high degree of
regularity in mother and infant behavior as a function of interactive context
and differences within partners, dyadic patterns may arise artifactually. What
appears to be a coordinated sequence in which each partner makes appropriate
modifications in his or her own behavior may not be such at all. In order to
determine whether joint action patterns are due to specific cross lag depen-
dencies, it becomes necessarv to separate the effects of response bias and self
regulation from those of interactive effects. This parcelling out of self and
interactive effects is the final level of analysis proposed.
Most investigations of early social interaction have been restricted
primarily to the first level of analysis. This has included studies of the
differential effects of cultural context (Caron <3c Miller, 1981); prematurity
(Crawford, 1982; Divitto & Goldberg, 1979); differences among partners
(Field, 1979; Dixon, Yogman, Tronick, Adamson, Als, & Brazelton, 1981; See
Parke, 1979); and alterations or perturbations of the adult partner's behavior
(Field, 1977; Tronick, Adamson, Wise, Als, & Brazelton, 1977). Such studies are
3essential in identifying factors that impact on the frequency distributions (or
total proportions) of mother or infant behavior but do not directly clarify how
individual or dyadic behavior is organized. They can indicate an elementary
form of mutual influence but cannot speak to how interactions are organized in
time.
Studies that have investigated temporal organization have focused
almost entirely on interactions in which the infant partner is under 6 months of
age. Consideration of possible gender differences has also been neglected.
From a developmental perspective, however, there is reason to expect that
these aspects of social interaction undergo important modifications in the
course of the first year and that these modifications may be related in part to
infant gender.
Differences in design and data analysis have also affected the compara-
bility of findings from studies that have investigated the temporal organization
of mother, infant or dyadic states. Procedures for the identification of
periodicities in partner behavior, and hence for delineating the basis for
expectancies of temporal durations, are themselves in the developmental stage
(Gottman, 1982; Robertson, 1982). The timing of mother and infant behavior
and the nature of each partner's expectancies of the other's behavior remain
controversial (e.g., Kaye and Fogel, 1980). Hypotheses about the event
sequencing of dyadic behavior have not been thoroughly tested in part because
of limitations in the number of subject dyads studied and differences in the
exhaustiveness of behavioral descriptors. There is, therefore, a need for
further study of the temporal organization of mother and of infant behavior if
we are to more adequately understand the process of social interaction.
It
This dissertation is the first part of a larger project designed to inform
our understanding of the temporal organization of mother-infant interaction
during the first year. This dissertation will investigate sequential aspects of
face to face interaction. It will review the literature regarding sequential
organization of adult-infant interaction and then test a modified version of a
model proposed by Tronick and colleagues (Als, Tronick, & Brazelton, 1979;
Tronick, Als, <3c Adamson, 1979). Sequential techniques will be used to analyze
the dyadic interactions of 54 mother-infant pairs: 18 each at 3, 6, and 9
months. Papers subsequent to this dissertation will review and test other
hypotheses concerning temporal organization. The data base presented in this
dissertation will be used in future papers to test hypotheses concerning the
periodicity of mother and infant behavior, the basis for expectancies of state
durations, and the extent and nature of mutual influence. This dissertation,
therefore, is part of a larger project concerned with developmental changes in
the temporal organization of face to face interaction.
Terminology
Behavioral states have been defined at at least three levels of
specificity. At the most molecular level considered here are discrete
expressive acts that Stern, Beebe, Jaffe, and Bennett (1971) refer to as a
phrase; an act that appears continuous, such as the vocalization "hi" or "yeah"
and also "hi baby." A phrase and its following pause are referred to as a phrase
period. Using a 3-sec criterion to differentiate pauses from time-outs (Stern &
Gibbon, 1979), Stern et al. have found that maternal phrase periods cluster into
runs. The mother repeats either the content or the timing of her vocal and
5kinesic phrases. Kaye and Fogel (Kaye and Fogel, 1980; Kaye, 1982; Fogel,
1977) have shown that between 6- and 13-weeks of age infant phrase periods
also cluster into runs. Infant phrases include vocalizations, smiles, laughs, and
wide mouth expressions. (See also Bloom, 1974; Thelen <5c Fisher, 1983).
There is a high degree of overlap within and among stimulus modalities.
Stern et al. (1977), for instance, found that about half of all mother vocal runs
involved repetition of both content and timing. They further found that about
4096 of all vocal runs co-occurred with kinesic runs. On the basis of such over-
lap Stern et al. define for the mother a higher order structure that they refer
to as an episode of maintained engagement. This consists of a definable
sequence of vocal and/or kinesic phrase periods which share a common tempo
of run durations and a common attentional focus.
Tronick, Als, and Brazelton (1980) define a comparable unit of adult and
also of infant behavior that they refer to as a monadic phase. Monadic phases
represent affective states conveyed by specific combinations of attentional,
kinesic, and vocal expressions (i.e., discrete phrase periods or more commonly
clusters of phrase periods): "protest," for example, can be conveyed by crying
or grimacing, or turning completely away, or some combination of these
behaviors (Tronick, Als, & Brazelton, 1980, p. 5). For both the Stern and the
Tronick group, the largest functional unit becomes one in which information is
combined across stimulus modalities.
The respective classifications differ in their combination-criteria. Stern
et al. emphasize descriptive features and particularly temporal (i.e., tempo)
consistencies. Tronick, Als and Brazelton (1980) emphasize the implied
meaning of a set of displays over time irrespective of tempo. The monadic
6phases also do not require that a phrase period be repeated either in timing or
content, although as noted such reDetition is typical. In practice, these
differences alone would probably not produce substantial differences with
respect to which behaviors were classified as monadic phases or as episodes of
maintained engagement by the respective systems. A more important
difference is that while Stern et al. restrict their episode of maintained
engagement to the mother's behavior and in particular to only her episodes of
positive engagement, the monadic phases are defined for each partner, infant
and adult, and consist of an exhaustive set of behavioral descriptors ranging
from protest to talk and can be combined to form dyadic phases.
Sequential Patterns
Sequential patterns have been described for specific response modalities
(e.g., gaze, vocalization) as well as for composite states, such as those repre-
sented by monadic phases. Because expressive acts or runs across modalities
are not perfectly correlated and because particular affective states such as
protest can be expressed through the quality of vocalization, facial expression
and attentional focus, descriptions of sequential organization limited to single
response modalities necessarily risk a potentially fragmented and incomplete
understanding of the sequential organization of interactions. For this reason,
reports that include response data across stimulus modalities provide a more
veridical assessment of sequential organization.
The most comprehensive statement of the hypothesized structure of
interactions in the first 2 to 4 months is that of Tronick and colleagues (Als,
Tronick & Brazelton, 1979; Tronick, Als <5c Adamson, 1979). Using the monadic
7phases system, they defined five dyadic phases (i.e., dyadic states). Disen-
gagment refers to both mother and infant in negative to neutral phases.
Initiation refers to mother in positive phases (bright, animated face, vocalizing
bursts, attention focused on the infant) and the infant in negative to neutral
phases. Mutual orientation refers to mother in positive phases and the infant in
neutral phases with attention directed toward the mother. Greeting refers to
the mother again in positive phases and the infant with a broad smile, head up,
body straight, and attention focused on the mother with its limbs in motion.
Play dialogue refers to both partners in positive phases with mutual vocali-
zation. The five dyadic phases are intended to be mutually exclusive and
exhaustive. They do not, however, include a state in which the infant is
initiating the mother.
The model (Figure 1) has two principal components: an acceleration
phase and a deceleration phase. The acceleration phase consists of transitions
leading to joint positive engagement; the deceleration phase of transitions
leading away from joint positive engagement. The starting point for the
acceleration phase, and hense of an interactive bout, is typically initiation
which is "usually marked by the adult's bid for attention from the infant."
From initiation the dyad becomes progressively more affectively involved,
proceeding from initiation to mutual orientation and then to greeting or play
dialogue . The dyad may then cycle back through the sequence to initiation and
then to disengagement . This cycling away from joint positive engagement
constitutes the deceleration phase. Attenuated sequences or cycling between
adjacent states is also possible within the model. Note that the model is
related to earlier work (Brazelton et al., 197*0 that emphasized the ordinal
splacement of monadic phases within cycles of attention and withdrawal. Note,
too, that adult behavior within initiation is suggestive of the opening set of runs
within Stern et al.'s (1977) episode of maintained engagement.
Tronick did not have sufficient data with which to test either the
sequential constraints hypothesized among the dyadic states or the exhaus-
tiveness of the classification. Neither has any other study presented sequential
analyses at the full level of specificity in the model. If the dyadic phases are
considered at a less molecular level, there are several studies that have
presented data relevant to the model. Required is consideration of the dyadic
states as comprising molar combinations of mother and infant attentional and
affective states. In this wav, mutual organization and initiation would both
consist of mother positive but wourld differ in terms of the infant's attentional
involvement (towad or away from the mother). Play dialogue and greeting
would each represent joint positive engagement. Initiation would represent
mother positive and infant neutral with attention away from the mother.
Considering the model in terms of molar descriptors, the acceleration
phase consists of the transition mother positive and infant off (attention away
from the mother and affect expression neutral to negative) to mother positive
and infant neutral to mother and infant both positive . The reverse sequence
constitutes the deceleration phase.
Restating the model at this molar level, a feature not previously
appreciated becomes readily evident. That is, the infant's positive cycles are
framed by those of the mother. The infant cycles to and from positive only
when the mother is herself positive . The mother's affect expression not only
initiates bouts of interaction but also serves to maintain them until they are
terminated by the infant.
9Tnrfdr^B^S^*"" Ph3Se Transiti°- Adapted from AIs,
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Evidence for aspects of this reformulation comes from several sources.
Cohn and Tronick (1983) described infant behavior using molar descriptors
based on the monadic phases system. They found that the sequential
organization of infant behavior during normal interaction was consistent with
that implied by the dyadic phases model. Infants at 3 months in response to
normal maternal expression cycled between neutral and positive states within a
larger on/off cycle of engagement/disengagement. The reciprocal transitions
between these states were each about twice as great as would be expected
were they independent. When mothers simulated depression, however, transi-
tion probabilities between neutral and positive states no longer differed from
expected. Infants instead showed a pattern in whch they would become briefly
positive and then avert their gaze and become neutral to negative in affect
expression. Their study therefore supports the dyadic phase model in so far as
it postulates that infant transitions to and from positive are through neutral . It
further supports the model in relating the sequential organization of infant
behavior to qualitative features of the mother's. When mothers distort their
usual behavior the sequential organization of the infant's behavior changes.
Milenkovic and Uzgiris (1979) in a cross-sectional study of infants at 3.5,
4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 months of age have presented data that at first glance appears
relevant to major features of the dyadic states model. Unfortunately, there is
a serious procedural flaw that greatly restricts the range of their findings.
While they present dyadic states transition data, the dyadic states are effec-
tively defined in terms of the infant's contribution.
Infants interacted with their own and also with an unfamiliar mother.
Adult and infant behavior were defined in terms of "attentional involvement"
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(none, low, high) and "behavioral contribution" (none, low, high). Adult and
infant states were combined to form dyadic states: quiescent
, in which both
partners are inattentive to the other; observation, in which one or both partners
are quietly observing the other; mother alone, in which the mother attempts to
initiate interaction, but the infant remains inattentive; monitoring state, in
which one partner is initiating and the other is quietly observant; and proto-
communi cation in which both members respond to or simultaneously with the
other. The state infant alone does not occur. If behavior contribution is under-
stood to represent affective expression, then the states are directly comparable
to the molar descriptors of the dyadic phases presented above.
Unfortunately, the mothers are coded as always both attentive and
initiating or responding. At 3 of the 4 ages, the percent of quiescent and
observation is zero. At the fourth age, the percent of both is no more than 5
percent of the interaction. While the monitoring state can refer to either
partner attentive and initiating (i.e., positive)
, in practice it seems to refer
only to the mother positive and the infant neutral . Whether because of
experimental instructions or features of the coding system, mother (the infant's
own and unfamiliar) are always positive (attentive and initiating or
responding). Since the adult partner's behavior is a constant, the dyadic state
classification is reduced to one that refers only to the infant's. The finding
that mother positive frames infant positive cycles, while supportive of the
dyadic phases model, must be understood as an artifact of the classification. It
could not be otherwise since mothers are always positive.
Their data do in general support the hypothesis that infant transitions to
and from positive are in one step increments (off to neutral to positive)
,
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although the specific age and condition differences require qualification. One
step transitions were more common for infants interacting with unfamiliar
mothers. When interacting with their own mothers, there was a higher
proportion of more abrupt transitions between off and positive (mother alone
and protocommunication). Since the sampling interval was 1 sec, however,
rapid transitions between off and positive through neutral may have been
missed. In the absence of data regarding mean run durations for dyadic states,
it is simply not known whether the sampling interval was sufficiently small to
capture all transitions through neutral (monitoring state).
Kaye and Fogel (1980) presented data with respect to the sequential
organization of mother and infant states and more appropriately defined
mother states. Their findings at 6 and at 13 weeks are consistent with the
hypothesized relation between mutual orientation and greeting or play dialogue .
At 6 and 13 weeks the probability of an infant going from attention toward the
mother with neutral affect expression to attention toward the mother with
positive affect expression was significantly greater when the mother became
positive first. This is a key transition in the dyadic phases model. Unfortu-
nately, Kaye and Fogel do not determine whether the mother becoming positive
effected infant transitions from off the mother to orientation toward the
mother. Their data therefore support the hypothesized sequence from mutual
orientation (mother positive, infant neutral) to play dialogue, but do not clarify
the relation between initiation (mother positive
,
infant off) and mutual orien-
tation . Nor do they rule out transitions directly from initiation to play dialogue
or greeting
,
which are not postulated by the dyadic phases model.
An important developmental finding in the Kaye and Fogel study is that
L4
at 26-weeks infant positive was no longer dependent on mother positive
. The
infant's positive expressions at 26-weeks had become more spontaneous. The
mother becoming positive was no longer either necessary or sufficient to effect
and infant transition to positive. The infant was as likely to take the lead as to
follow. This suggests the necessity of including a mother
-neutral-infant-
posjtiye state in the dyadic phases model. It also emphasizes the increasing
independence of the developing infant.
The need to include a mother neutral infant positive state is also
suggested by studies of mother-infant vocal interactions. At least seven
studies have documented vocal alternation between infants from 2 months to
over 12 months of age and their mother (Bateson, 1975; Davis, 1978; Kozak,
1981; Scaffer, Collis, <5c Parsons, 1977; Snow, 1977; Hayes <5c Elliot, 1979;
Watson & Hayes, 1979). Only one study (Stern et al., 1975) found a
predominance of vocal coaction. Since vocal expressions in young infants are
typically associated with intense affects of positive or protest (and since during
normal interactions protest is rare), it seems important that any sequential
model allow for infant positive mother neutral.
In so far as one considers mother or infant vocalizations as isomorphic
with positive affect expression, the vocal interaction literature supports two
key transitions in the dyadic phases model. Within the acceleration phase it
maintains that infants will become positive following the mother's transition
from neutral to positive . Within the deceleration phase, it maintains that joint
positive will be terminated by the infant becoming neutral . Several studies
have supported one or both hypotheses. Infants are more likely to begin vocali-
zing once the mother has begun (Anderson, Vietze, & Dokecki, 1977; Penman,
15
Friedman, * Meares, 1980). And vocal coaction is most likely terminated by
the infant partner ceasing to vocalize (Stern et al., 1975). The latter is related
to the shorter mean duration of infant vocalizations. (Over the first 2k months,
there is an increase in the mean duration of infant vocal runs: Kozak, 1981;
Schaffer et al., 1977). Considering infant vocalizations as indicating positive
expressions, these studies indicate that mothers initiate joint positive and
infants terminate it, which is the pattern predicted by Tronick.
An important limitation in the model not yet noted is the omission of
mother or infant attention to objects. From 3 to 6 months there is a marked
increase in infant attention to objects (with respect to face to face interaction
and infanct object focus, see Tronick, Krafchuk, Ricks, Winn, & Cohn, 1980).
Even when toys are deliberately omitted from interactions, infant attention
still becomes increasingly directed towards objects naturally present. It is,
therefore, important to differentiate infant and mother object focus from gaze
directed otherwise away from the partner. Central questions are: Is the
increase in infant object focus correlated with a decrease in attention toward
the mother? Or are there reciprocal shifts in the proportions of object focus
and avert ? How is infant object focus related to mother attention and
expression? How does the increase in infant object focus impact on the
sequencing of interactive states? These questions have not yet been
investigated.
Summary
Conceptualizing dyadic phases as consisting of joint states differing in
terms of each partner's attentional (toward partner, toward object or avert ) and
16
affective (positive, neutral, or negative) expression, several studies provide
direct or indirect support for two key transitions. These are from mother
P°sitive infant neutral to mother and infant both positive; and the reciprocal
transition from joint positive to mother positive infant neutral . Other transi-
tions within each of the acceleration and deceleration phases have not been as
well studied. Only two studies have investigated developmental changes in
sequential organization through 6 months and no study has investigated such
changes from 3 months to the latter part of the first year. Moreover the
importance of object focus to the interaction has been a neglected topic.
There is, then, a need to modify and expand the dyadic phases model and to
investigate developmental changes in the sequential organization of dyadic
states.
Experiment and Rationale
In order to investigate developmental changes in the sequencing of face
to face interaction, 54 infants were observed in a face to face paradigm with
their mothers. Eighteen of the infants were 3 months old; 18 were 6 months
old; and 18 were 9 months old. There were equal number of boys and girls at
each age. Behaviors of each partner, infant and adult, were coded in real time
using a revised version of the monadic phases system (Tronick et al., 1980).
Dyadic states were defined at two levels of specification. At a micro level
were 90 micro dyadic states. These states were pooled according to criteria of
attentional and affective expression to form 8 macro dyadic states that
correspond to the molar formulation of the dyadic phases proposed above.
Principal modifications were the differentiation of infant object focus from
17
avert and inclusion of a state in which infant affect expression is positive and
mother expression neutral
. These modifications were considered necessary
especially at infant ages above 3 months.
The dyadic phases (states) model has two major components: an accele-
ration phase and a deceleration phase. The former specifies hypothesized
transitions leading to joint positive engagement; the latter, the sequence
leading from joint positive engagement back to a state of disengagement.
Stated in terms of each partner's attentional and affective expression, the
acceleration phase consists of the following sequence:
1. mother positive and infant avert ; to
2. mother positive and infant neutral; to
3. mother positive and infant positive .
Deceleration consists of the reverse sequence and terminates in (1) or in
mother neutral and infant avert . Note that mother positive frames the infant's
positive cycles.
Evidence for such sequences consists in at least two sorts of findings.
Descriptively, it should be the case that the specified transitions are among the
highest from each of the respective states. Sequential constraint, however,
implies further that particular states significantly alter subsequent response
probabilities. Sequences should entail positive association between or among
states. Stated in terms of information theory, knowledge that a dyad is in a
particular state should reduce the uncertainty associated with predicting its
next move. As an example, it is predicted that mother positive and infant
neutral should be significantly more likely following mother positive infant
avert than were these independent of each other.
CHAPTER H
METHOD
Subjects
Subjects were 54 mother-infant pairs: 18 infants each at each of 3, 6,
and 9 months of age. There was an equal number of male and female infants at
each age. Infants had all been full term and were from intact families. Appro-
priate aged infants were identified through published birth records in the
Amherst/Northamptom area.
Setting, Materials and Procedures
The laboratory consisted of a television studio with adjoining interview
room. The studio was equipped with an infant seat mounted on a table, facing
adjustable stool for the mother, two videocameras, and a microphone. One
camera was focused on the mother and the other on the infant. Both pictures
were transmitted through a digital timer and split-screen generator into a
video-recorder. Digital timer, split-screen generator, and video-recorder were
located in the interview room.
The experimental procedure consisted of three parts: 2 minutes of
normal interaction; followed by 2 minutes during which mothers either inter-
acted normally or maintained a still face for 2 minutes; followed by a final 2
minutes of normal interaction. Only data for the first period of normal inter-
action is included in this project. Details about the second and third periods of
interaction can be found in Tronick, Ricks, and Cohn (1983) and in Gianino
(1982).
18
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Coding
Videotapes were coded by teams of two coders using the Monadic Phases
Manual of Tronick, Krafchuk, Ricks, and Winn (Note 1, Appendix 1). The
manual is a revised version of a system described by Tronick, Als, and
Brazelton (1980). The principal departure from that system is that scoring
done with the videotape running at normal speed and individual express!
modalities (i.e., the functional components of phases) are not scored. Mother
and infand phases were scored during separate coding sessions and most often
by separate teams of coders. Sixteen phases and subphases for the infant and
23 for the mother were scored from the beginning of a phase (or subphase) to
its end at intervals of .25 seconds. Appendix 1 describes coded phases and
subphases for mother and infant.
Mother and infant monadic phase combinations yield dyadic phases, or
states. Dyadic states are the basic unit of analysis in this study and are defined
at two levels of specificity. At a micro level are 90 dyadic states referred to
as micro states. These 90 consist of combinations of mother and infant
subphases and phases. Micro states are pooled to form 8 macro states
according to criteria of attentional and affective involvement. The 8 macro
states are (mother/infant): neutral/object ; neutral/avert ; positive/object ;
positive/avert
; neutral/neutral; positive/neutral ; neutral/positive and
positive/positive
. Table 1 lists both macro and micro states.
Table 1
Macro and Constituent Micro States
Macro state
neutral/avert
neutral/object
attend/avert
object/avert
mutual object/avert*
elicit/avert
attend/protest
low frequency micro states**
attend/object
mutual object/object
disparate object/object
elicit/object
low frequency micro states**
positive/avert
positive/object
neutral/neutral
positive/neutral
play/object
talk/object
object play/object attend
mutual object play/object
low frequency**
attend/attend
object/attend
(neutral) elicit/attend
low frequency**
(positive) elicit/attend
play/attend
talk/attend
object play/attend
low frequency**
* Instances in which the mother is incorrectly placed in mutual object. The
event frequency over all 54 interactions is 65.
** Low frequency micro states refer to constituent micro states for which the
event frequency summed over all 54 interactions is less than 20 (in the case of
positive/positive, less than 13).
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Table 1 (continued)
Macro state
neutral/positive
positive/positive
Micro state
attend/play
attend/object play
low frequency**
play/play
play/talk
play/object play
play/positive away
talk/play
mutual play/play
low frequency**
** Low frequency micro states refer to constituent micro states for which the
event frequency summed over all 54 interactions is less than 20 (in the case of
positive/positive
,
less than 13).
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Neutral for the mother refers to neutral affect with no regard to gaze
direction. Positive for the mother refers to positive affect with, as before, no
attention to gaze direction. The decision to disregard maternal gaze direction
at a macro level was based on prior research that has consistently found
mothers to look almost continually at their infants or at the object of their
infants' interest during face-to-face interactions.
Object and avert are both infant off phases: negative to neutral affect
with gaze directed away from the mother and either toward an object (infant
object or away infant avert)
. Neutral for the infant refers to neutral affect
with gaze directed toward the mother. Positive for the infant refers to
positive affect with gaze directed toward the mother, an object or away.
Reliability
Observer drift was guarded against bv rotating coders among groups and
by utilizing a svstem of "criterion" coders. One member of each coding group
was alwasy a criterion coder who maintained reliability with three other
criterion coders during frequent practice sessions throughout the period of data
coding. In order to assess interobserver reliability, videotapes of 12 mothers
and 5 infants were recoded for reliability purposes. Reliability was calculated
as percent agreement, and the allowable measure of temporal error between
coders and reliability checkers was a stringent .5 seconds. Agreement on
mother phases was .72 for attend ; .78 for play ; and for all other phases above
.85. Agreement for infant phases was .87 for protest and above .90 otherwise.
CHAPTER m
RESULTS
Percent Time In Macro States
Interactions were intended to last exactly 2 minutes but in practice
thery could vary in total duration by plus or minus several seconds. In order to
correct for the possible effects of such variation on differences in total macro
state duration between subjects, the total time each dyad spent in a macro
state was subjected to a percent transformation. For each interaction, macro
state durations were computed as percent time of the total interaction. In this
way, variability in total interaction time would not bias test statistics.
The percent of time spent in each macro state was analyzed by
univariate analysis of variance with age and gender of infant as the between
group factors. There were significant age effects for three states:
neutral/avert, positive/object, and positive/positive
. No significant main
effects or interaction involving gender was found. Group mean differences for
age of infant were analyzed by Tukey HSD procedure with alpha equal to .05.
Unless otherwise noted, only significant differences are reported. (See Table 2
for descriptive statistics for each macro state.)
Between 3 and 6 months there is a pronounced developmental shift in the
nature of infant attention and a correlated change in maternal affect
expression while the infant is off. The mean percent of neutral/avert declines
from 27% of the interaction at 3 months to 14% at 6 months and 12% at 9
months (Table 3). The mean percent of positive/object increases by a factor of
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Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations for Percent Time in Macro States
Infant Agea
3 6 y
Macro State
neutral/object vX 16.20 24.72 12.35
sd 1 Q 7. 1 16.44 10.87
neutral/avert X 26.82 14.03 12.01
sd i y./U 12.09 7.85
positive/object X 4.32 16.25 12.28
sd 15.33 8.44
positive/avert X 9.59 7.38 14.23
sd 9.82 9.24 9.77
neutral/neutral X 9.24 7.93 6.21
sd 7.30 9.23 6.13
positive/neutral X 16.01 15.14 14.21
sd 13.43 10.51 8.97
neutral/positive X 2.43 2.70 3.45
sd 5.89 7.21 4.51
positive/positive X 14.96 12.01 24.65
sd 13.31 9.63 14.78
ri = 18 at each age
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Table 3
Developmental Changes in Percent Time for Macro States in
Which Infant Attention is Directed Away
From (off) the Mother
Age of Infant
Macro state 3 6 9 p+
neutral/avert 26.82 14.03b 12.01 b 5.84**
positive/avert 9.59 7.38 14.23 2.38*
neutral/object 16.20 24.72 12.35 2.84*
positive/object 4.32 d 16.25c 12.28cd 6.05**
total off 56.93 62.38 50.87 1.29
** £<.005
* p_< .10
+ F ratio from the ANOVA, p_ values based on 2 and 48 degrees of freedom in all
cases.
Means with similar superscripts form homogeneous subsets using the Tukey-
HSD Procedure, p_<.05.
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4 from only 4% at 3 months to 16% at 6 months and then drifts downward to an
intermediate level of 12% at 9 months, ns.
Note that the mean percent of infant off remains relatively constant
from 3 to 9 months at about 57%. The increase in infant object at 6 months is
associated with a corresponding decrease in the mean percent of infant avert.
Developmental changes in infant object impact upon the parsing of infant off
but not upon its percent distribution within the interaction. The mean percent
of infant off does not significantly vary. Mother positive during infant off is
positively associated with infant object.
The mean percent of positive/positive is higher at 9 than at 6 months
and is intermediate at 3 months. At 9 months the mean percent of
positive/positive is 25% versus 12% at 6 months. The mean percent of
positive/positive at 3 months is 15%, ns.
Macro State Run Durations
The period of time from onset to offset of a macro state is defined as a
temporal run. Mean run durations for all subjects with non-zero frequencies of
a state were computed and developmental differences in these durations were
analyzed by ANOVA followed by the Tukey-HSD procedure, alpha equal to .05.
Developmental differences in run duration were found for no states, although
the £ statistic for neutral/object was marginally significant (.05<£<. 10). The
tendency was for dyads to decrease the run duration of neutral/object with
increasing age. There were no other age of infant differences that approached
significance. There were also no gender related effects.
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Differences among states in mean run duration were analyzed by an
ANOVA for correlated measures based on the dyad mean for each state. Post
hoc comparisons were tested by the Tukey-HSD procedure, alpha equal to .05.
The analysis of variance for correlated measures requires that there be
no missing observations, but not all dyads had instances of each state.
Neutral/positive was the lowest frequency state with occurences in only 22
dyads. All other states had non-zero occurrence in 37 or more dyads. Since the
preceding ANOVA demonstrated that there were no age effects on run
duration, the weighted averages over all subjects were substituted for missing
data with appropriate corrections made in the calculation of degrees of
freedom.
The ANOVA was highly significant (F = 26.36, df = 7, 147, p_ < .0001).
As can be seen from Table », the mean run durations fall into three overlapping
groups: positive/positive and neutral/object (5.25 and 3.93 sees); neutral/object
to positive/avert (3.93 to 2.06 sees); and positive/object to neutral/neutral
(2.54 to 1.56 sees).
Event Sequence Transitions
Transition frequencies were pooled across dyads within age by gender
groups. Because transitions from each state to itself will be analyzed
separately in future work, these transitions were deleted from each matrix.
Transitions along the main diagonals were structurally zero.
Separate but related statistical procedures were used for evaluating
micro and macro state transitions. Micro state event sequence transitions
within levels of macro states were analyzed with the normal approximation to
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Table 4
Differences Among Macro States in
Temporal Run Durations (in sec)
Neutral Neutral
5.25 3.93 3.33 2.54 2.14 2.13 2.06 1.56
States underlined by a common line do not differ in mean run duration. States
p?ocfdures! £
a
,
C
.Sr°
n
*" ^ dUr3ti°n
'
by the Tukey HSD
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the binomial distribution (Sackett, 1979) or with binomial tests for instances in
which the observed frequencies were less than 25. Macro state transition
matrices were analyzed through contingency tables using program 4F of BMDP
(Dixon, et al., 1981). In addition to the usual contingency table output
(frequencies, chi square statistics, etc.) this program computes standardized
residuals for contingency tables and will make appropriate corrections for
tables containing structural zeroes. The overall chi square test of indepen-
dence is for the null hypothesis that there is no association between state at t
o
and state at tp Inspection of the standardized residuals permits inferences
about which specific transitions contribute to a significant chi square test. The
choice of test procedure (i.e., normal approximation to the binomial or program
of BMDP was made thoroughly on pragmatic grounds. At the time that
micro state transitions were being analyzed, I did not have access to a
university computer and the BMDP software. Although some concern has been
raised that the calculation of significance values as suggested by Sackett is too
conservate (Allison and Liker, 1982) this does not appear to be a problem for
event sequence data in general and for this data set in particular as will be seen
below.
For the analyses of both micro and macro state transitions, alpha was
adjusted for the number of comparisons using Bonnferroni's correction. The
micro and macro state transition matrices for each group consist of 8 x 8 tables
with structural zeroes along the main diagonal. There were, therefore, 56
possible comparisons in each table. In order to maintain an overall alpha of .05
requires an adjusted alpha of .0005 = (.05/(2 x 56), two tailed. The z_ score or
standardized residual required for significance at this level is 3.4.
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Micro State Transitions
The analysis of micro state transitions was concerned with two
questions. One was to identify transition patterns within levels of macro
states; the other to determine the validity of pooling micro states to for
macros. Evidence for the latter would require that macro state transit
probabilities were not biased by the vagaries of pooling. Specifically, given
that a dyad is leaving a macro state, where it goes should not be differentially
related to the constituent micro state from which it exits.
With two exceptions, that of neutral /object and neutal/avert
. dyads
tended to remain within the same micro state for the duration of a macro run.
In 6 of the 8 states there was no significant movement among micro codes
within levels of macro.
Within neutral/avert and neutral/object there was significant movement
among micro states. Dyads did not remain within the same micro state for the
duration of a macro run, but instead were likely to move among constituent
micro states.
Within neutral/object mothers cycled between attend and mutal object
while the infants were in object . The conditional probabilities of mutual object
given attend/object ranged from .22 to .48 versus unconditional probabilities
that ranged from .12 to .24 (Table 5). The probability of attend/object given
mutual object ranged between .54 and .81 versus expected probabilities of .17
to .28. Mothers, then, typically provided a frame for their infants by either
looking toward them or toward the object of their attention.
Table 5
Observed and Expected Conditional Probabilities for Principal Transit
within Neutral/Obiect and Neutral/Avert
ions
Transition
attend/object to mutual object
3-months girl dyads
6-months girl dyads
9-months girl dyads
3-months boy dyads
6-months boy dyads
9-months boy dyads
Mutual object to attend/object
3-months girl dyads
6-months girl dyads
9-months girl dyads
3-months boy dyads
6-months boy dyads
9-months boy dyads
Object/avert to attend/avert
3-months girl dyads
6-months girl dyads
9-months girl dyads
3-months boy dyads
6-months boy dyads
9-months boy dyads
attend/avert to object/avert
3-months girl dyads
6-months girl dyads
9-months girl dyads
3-months boy dyads
6-months boy dyads
9-months boy dyads
observed
.38
.43
AO
.22
.41
.48
.83
.73
.58
.81
.54
.58
.74
.61
.46
.50
.55
.57
.24
.36
.31
.15
.14
.26
expected
.12
.16
.14
.06
.24
.17
.20
.24
.20
.17
.28
.19
.29
.21
.16
.21
.09
.17
.12
.13
.11
.07
.06
.09
6.04***
6.45***
4.59***
4.21***
3.69***
5.64***
7.37***
5.26***
_
***
4.66***
6.08***
5.13***
5.89***
4.22***
_
**
_
***
4.89***
3.52***
5.48***
3.68***
2.07***
1.80
3.67***
** £<.05 by binomial test
*** 2_<.0005 (If no z is given, test is binomial)
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Within neutal/avert it was again the mother who was most likely to
effect a micro state transition. For girl dyads at each age, transitions between
°b
'
eCt/aVert and attend/avert burred significantly more likely than would be
expected were they independent. For boys dyads, the reciprocal transitions
between object/avert and attend/avert were either significant or marginally
significant at each age. This pattern mirrows that for neutral/object in that
mothers are shifting their attention between object and infant. But whereas in
neutral/object maternal object focus results in joint reference to objects, here
mother object focus is directed at non-mutual targets. This pattern is
suggestive of Brazelton, et al.'s (197*) description of maternal stage-setting.
In neith e<" neutal/object nor neutral/avert were transitions involving
mother elicit typically above chance levels. In no group were there significant
transitions between either attend/object or mutual object and elicit/object. A
transition involving elicit/avert and attend /avert was significant only at 6
months for boy dyads.
The pooling of micro states to form macros was empirically upheld. The
null hypothesis that micro state exit transitions from macro states were
homogeneous was not rejected. Given that a dyad was leaving a macro state,
where it next went was unrelated to the micro state from which it exited. The
pooling of micro states on conceptual grounds was supported.
Macro State Transitions
Macro state transition matrices for each age by sex group were
evaluated with a chi square test of independence. This test evaluates whether
there is a positive association (lack of independence) between macro state at t
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and macro state at t
{
.
In each case the chi square statistic for the overall test
of the matrix was highly significant (all £ values less than .0001). Transition
data were modeled by at least a first-order process.
In order to determine the sufficiency of a first-order model for the
macro state transition data, two tests of stationarity were conducted. In one,
first-order transition probabilities were used to compute expected probabilities
for event sequence transitions of up to five steps. These probabilities were
then compared to actual counts in the data set. In the second test, response
choice at tj was plotted as a function of prior run duration.
Neither run duration nor a history beyond one step was necessary for
modeling the transition data. First-order transitions with few exceptions were
stationary over successive lags. There was no influence of run duration on the
transition data.
Standardized residuals were computed in order to determine which
macro state transitions most contributed to the significant chi square statistics
for the first-order matrices. In order to provide a visual assessment of this
approach, normal probability plots of the standardized residuals were
constructed. Such plots were intended to assess whether standardized residuals
are normally distributed. Departures from normality would be indicated by
plots that substantially diverge from a straight line with a slope of 1
(Bliss, 1967). Evidence for the validity of extreme scores would be provided
from normal probabilitv plots of standardized residuals that do not conform to
a straight line with a slope of I.
Figure 2 represents a typical normal probability plot of the standardized
residuals. The particular plot is of the 6-month girl dyad data. Were the
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standardized residuals products of a normal distribution, the scores would be
expected to lie on a straight line through the coordinate (0,0).
The standardized residuals do not conform to the expected slope for
values from a normal distribution. While the values between -2 and + 3 are
close to the predicted line, values above and below this range depart sharply.
This plot, which is representative of that for each group, strongly suggests that
extreme scores for standardized residuals are not sampled from a normal
population of values. This plot indicates that extreme z scores represent valid
discrepancies between observed and expected transition frequencies.
Figure 3 presents the state transition diagrams for each age by gender
group. Squares depicting macro states are proportional in size to the percent
of time dyads are in states. Arrows are proportional in size to the conditional
probabilities they represent. The transitions shown are the highest from each
state. Transitions depicted with striped arrows are those for which the
standardized residuals are equal to 3.4 or greater, p_<.0005. Using a criterion
of 3.4, as noted above, assures that the overall alpa for each age by gender
group is equal to .05. Figures such as this graphically highlight transition
probabilities that are significantly greater than those expected were there no
sequential constraint, and they provide a graphic description of the inter-
action. They also suggest first-order sequences involving multiple transitions.
It should be noted, of course, that single transitions within a first-order
sequence have greater probability than that of the entire sequence since the
latter is the product of joint probabilities.
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Figure 2. Normal Probability Plot of Standardized Residuals for the
Macro State Transition Matrix of 6-Month-Old Girl Dyads
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Figure 3: Macro State Transition Diagrams for 3 month old girl
infant/mother dyads.
Abbreviations refer to dyadic states: NA, neutral/avert; NO, neutral/
object; pA, positive/avert; PO, positive/object: NN, neutral/neutral:
PN, positive/neutral; NP, neutral/positive; PP, positive/positive
. The size of
the figures represents the percent of time spent in the respective states. The
thickness of the arrows represents the size of the conditional probabilities
depicted. Only the highest transitions from each state are shown. Striped
arrows represent transitions for which the standardized residual are 3.4 or
greater.
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Figure 3 continued: Macro State Transition Diagrams for 9 month old
girl infant/mother dyads.
Abbreviations refer to dyadic states: NA, neutral/avert; NO, neutral/
object; PA, positive/avert; PO, positive/object; NN, neutral/neutral ;
PN, positive/neutral
;
NP, neutral/positive; PP, positive/positive . The size of
the figures represents the percent of time spent in the respective states. The
thickness of the arrows represents the size of the conditional probabilities
depicted. Only the highest transitions from each state are shown. Striped
arrows represent transitions for which the standardized residual are 3.4 or
greater.
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Figure 3 continued: Macro State Transition Diagrams for 3 month old
boy infant/mother dyads.
Abbreviations refer to dyadic states: NA, neutral/avert; NO, neutral/
object; pA, positive/avert; PO, positive/object; NN, neutral/neutral;
PN, positive/neutral; NP, neutral/positive ; PP, positive/positive
. The size of
the figures represents the percent of time spent in the respective states. The
thickness of the arrows represents the size of the conditional probabilities
depicted. Only the highest transitions from each state are shown. Striped
arrows represent transitions for which the standardized residual are 3.4 or
greater.
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At three months there are significant transitions leading from positive/
avm to positiWneu^ and from positive/neutral to positive/positive
. These
transitions are significant in both 3 month groups and occur with about twice
the frequency expected on the basis of a zero-order model (Table 6). Transi-
tions from positive/object and from neutral/nuetral to positive/neu tral while
high are not significantly larger than the unconditional (zero-order) probability
of positive/neutral
.
Using significant standardized residuals as criteria, the
acceleration phase consists of transitions from positive/avert to
positive/neutral to positive/positive.
From positive/positive there are important instances in which the
mother decelerates to neutral while the infant remains positive (macro state,
neutral/positive. What appears to happen next is a correction by the mother by
this mismatch. The reciprocal transition, neutral/positive to positive/positive.
is significant for boy dyads; the observed frequency is greater than expected by
a factor of 5. For girl dyads the difference between observed and expected is
in the same direction although not significantly.
There is mixed support at 3 months for the predicted deceleration phase
transitions. The transition probability of positive/positive to positive/neutral is
large but not significantly different from the zero order expected value. The
transition positive/neutral to positive/avert is significant for 3-month-old boy
dyads and is marginally so for 3-month-old girl dyads. At 3 months, for both
boy and girl dyads, the observed frequency is at least twice as great as the
expected.
At 6 months there is an important modification in the acceleration
phase. Positive/neutral is still excitatory for (i.e., significantly increases the
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probability of a transition to) positive/positive, but it is no longer reached
through positive/avert. While the transition positive/avert to positive/neutral
remains relatively high, it is no longer significantly different from its expected
value.
At 6 months the effective pathway to positive/neutral is through
neutral/neutral. The observed frequency of this transition is twice that of the
expected frequency. Mother positive becomes effective only once the infant
has entered neutral. The interactive sequence leading to joint positive
engagement is neutral/neutral to positive/neutral and positive/neutral to
positive/positive. Continuing at 6 months are instances in which the dyad goes
from Positive/ positive to neutral/positive
. Note that, as at 3 months, the
mother is likely to correct for these mismatches by returning to positive.
At 9 months the most sriking difference is the marked reduction in
temporal dependence between mother and infant positive states. The
conditional probability of positive/neutral to positive/positive is no longer
significantly greater than expected; nor are either of the two transitions
leading to positive/neutral. In so far as bouts of joint positive engagement are
concerned, the dyadic interaction is less determined by its prior state.
Similar to the 3 month date, at 6 and 9 months the frequency of
transitions from positive/positive to positive/neutral is relatively high, but not
significantly higher than would be expected in the absence of sequential
constraint. The frequencies or transition probabilities of predicted
deceleration phase transitions are relatively high but do not generally differ
from zero order values.
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At each age there are significant transitions linking infant off and
neutral states. At 3 months for girl and for boy dyads and at 6 months for boy,
positive/object is significant for a transition to neutral/obiect. Since it is at no
time significant for a transition to an infant neutral or positive state, this
suggests that the mother becoming positive while the infant is in object is not
particularly effective for inducing shifts in infant attention.
Once the infant is in object it is not particularly likely to go to avert
.
With the exception of 3-month-old girls, there are no significant transitions
from neutral/obiect to neutral/avert. At 6 and at 9 months boy dyads have
significant transitions from neutral/object to neutral/neutral .
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Table 6
Conditional Probabilities, Observed and Expected Frequencies
and Standardized Residuals for Selected Macro State Transitions
Girl Dyads Boy Dyads
Age of Infant 3 6 9 3 6 9
neutral/object to neutral/avert
probability observed .78 .40 .10 .42 .22 .28
frequency 25 23 k 14 17 13
frequency expected 9.0 12.1 4.9 6.0 9.6 7.6
standardized residual 5.3* 3.1 -.4 3.2 2.4 2.0
neutral/object to positive/object
probability observed .06 .30 .51 .27 .26 .28
frequency observed 2 17 20 9 20 13
frequency expected 1.6 9.5 6.9 2.5 15.4 7.0
standardized residual .3 2A 5.0* 4.1* 1.2 2.3
neutral/avert to neutral /object
probability observed .31 sn 79. •it LI
frequency observed 21 31 13 13 18 16
frequency expected 9.7 12.3 5.1 6.0 9.9 7.2
standardized residual 3.7* 5.3* 3.5* 2.9 2.6 3.3
neutral/avert to neutral/neutral
probability observed .56 .32 .40 .56 .32 .38
frequency observed 38 20 19 31 12 21
frequency expected 18.1 9.9 4.9 10.1 6.1 8.4
standardized residual 4.7* 3.2 6.4 6.6* 2.4 4.4*
* £<.0005. Type I error rate per age-by-gender groups is .05.
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Table 6 (continued)
Macro state transitions
Girl Dyads Boy Dyads
Age of Infant 3 co Qy 3 6 9
positive/object to neutral/object
probability nhvrupH
.35 .22
.68 .28
frequency observed 7 18 11 39 15
frequency expected 1.8 9.7 7.2 2.5 15.9 6.9
standardized residual 3.9* 7 7 5.3* 5.0* 3.1
positive/avert to neutral/avert
probability observed m o o.38 .36
.31 .29 .35
frequency observed 16 17 27 17 9 20
frequency expected 10.8 9.1 10.8 10.8 3.2 10.0
standardized residual 1.6 2.6 5.0* 1.9 3.2 3.2
positive/avert to positive/neutral
probability observed M .29 .33 Ml .36 M
frequency observed 18 13 25 26 11 2k
frequency expected 7.8 9.5 19.6 13.6 5.5 12.3
standardized residual 3.6* 1.1 1.2 3.4* 2.3 3.4*
neutral/neutral to neutral/avert
probability observed .46 .36 .30 .41 .18 .42
frequency observed 27 18 12 22 10 22
frequency expected 18.5 10.2 5.0 10.6 6.3 8.9
standardized residual 2.0 2.4 3.1 3.5* 1.5 4.4*_
* 2.^.0005. Type I error rate per age-by-gender group is .05.
Table 6 (continued)
Macro state transit ions
Girl Dyads Boy Dyads
Age of Infant 3 6 Qy 3 6 9
neutral/neutral to positive/neutral
probability observed .37 .44 .33 .33 .45 .28
frequency observed 22 22 13 18 25 15
frequency expected 13.4 10.7 9.1 13.3 10.9 10.9
standardized residual 2.3 3.5* 1 71 *J 1.3 4.3* 1 .2
positive/neutral to positive/object
probability observed .14 .28 .19 .11 .26 .34
frequency observed 8 18 15 8 16 23
frequency expected 3.1 11.0 15.9 6.0 11.3 11.3
standardized residual 2.7 2.1 .8 1.4
positive/neutral to positive/avert
probability observed .29 .31 .48 .44 .15 .32
frequency observed 16 20 38 31 9 22
frequency expected 7.9 9.3 20 13.9 5.3 12.3
standardized residual 2.9 3.5* 4.0* 4.6* 1.6 2.8
positive/neutral to positive/positive
probability observed .36 .19 .22 .31 .48 .22
frequency observed 20 12 17 22 29 15
frequency expected 5.7 4.3 9.6 9.7 7.0 8.4
standardized residual 6.0* 3.7* 2.4 4.0* 8.3* 2.3
* p_<.0005. Type I error rate per age-by-gender group is .05.
Table 6 (continued)
Macro state transitions
Girl Dyads Boy Dyads
Age of Infant 3 6 9 3 6 9
neutral/positive to positive/positive
probability observed .33 .36 .31 .59 .31 .46
frequency observed 2 4 5 10 4 10
frequency expected .5 .6 1.6 2.0 1.3 2.3
standardized residual 2.1 4.3* 2.7 5.8* 2.4 5.0*
positive/positive to positive/avert
probability observed .25 .33 .34 .28 .24 .32
frequency observed 7 7 13 11 9 13
frequency expected 3.5 2.6 8.4 6.9 3.0 6.7
standardized residual 1.9 2.7 1.6 1.6 3.5* 2.4
positive/positive to neutral/positive
probability observed .21 .24 .11 .31 .22 .22
frequency observed 6 5 4 12 8 22
frequency expected .5 .6 1.5 2.0 1.4 2.3
standardized residual 7.7* 5.4* 2.7 7.0* 5.7* 4.4*
* £<.0005. Type I error rate per age-by-gender group is .05.
Table 7
Macro State Transition Matrix of Conditional Probabilities for Girl Dyads
T
3 Months Old
——
—
——.
COUNT
ROW PCT NO NA PO PA NN PN NP PP n
NO 78.1 6.3 0.0 15.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 32
NA 30.9 0.0 13.2 55.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 68
PO 43.8 0.0 12.5 0.0 25.0 0.0 18.8 16
PA 0.0 42.1 2.6 2.6 47.4 0.0 5.3 38
NN 11.9 45.8 0.0 3.4 37.3 0.0 1.7 59
PN 0.0 0.0 14.3 28.6 21.4 0.0 35.7 56
NP 0.0 16.7 0.0 16.7 33.3 0.0 33.3 6
PP 0.0 0.0 17.9 25.0 0.0 35.7 21.4 28
TOTAL N OF TRANSITIONS 303
Table 7 (continued)
Macro State Transition Matrix of Conditional Probabilities for Boy Dyad s
3 Months Old ~
t
COUNT
ROW PCT NO NA PO PA NN PN NP PP
NO - 42.4 27.3 0.0 27.3 0.0 3.0 0.0 33
NA 23.6 - 0.0 16.4 56.4* 1.8 1.8 0.0 55
PO 42.3* 0.0 - 7.7 0.0 34.6 0.0 15.4 26
PA 0.0 30.9 12.7 - 1.8 47.3* 1.8 5.5 55
NN 16.7 40.7* 0.0 1.9 - 33.3 5.6 1.9 54
PN 0.0 0.0 11.4 44.3* 12.9 - 0.0 31.4* 70
NP 0.0 23.5 0.0 0.0 11.8 5.9 - 58.8* 17
PP 2.6 0.0 5.1 28.2 2.6 30.8 30.8* - 39
TOTAL N OF TRANSITIONS 349
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Table 7 (continued)
Macro State Transition Matri x of Conditional Probabilities for Girl Dyads
6 Months Old ~ 1
COUNT
ROW PCT NO NA PO PA NN PN NP PP n
NO
~ ^0.4 29.8 1.8 22.8 0.0 5.3 0.0 57
NA 5Q
-0
-
3.2 6.5 32.3 3.2 4.8 0.0 62
PO 35.3 2.0 - 17.6 0.0 39.2 0.0 5.9 51
PA 0.0 37.8 26.7 - 0.0 28.9 0.0 6.7 45
NN 14.0 36.0 0.0 4.0 - 44.0 2.0 0.0 50
PN 0.0 0.0 28.1 31.3 21.9 - 0.0 18.8 64
NP 18.2 27.3 0.0 9.1 9.1 0.0 - 36.4 11
pp 0.0 0.0 9.5 33.3 0.0 33.3 23.8 - 21
TOTAL N OF TRAiNSITIONS 361
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Table 7 (continued)
Macro State Transition Matrix of Conditional Probabilities fnr Boy Dyads
6 Months Old ' —1 L
COUNT
ROW PCT NO NA PO PA NN PN NP PP
57
31
NO
- 22.4 26.3 1.3 40.8 2.6 5.3 1.3 76
NA *™ ~ 0.0 18.4 31.6 2.6 0.0 0.0 38
PO 68.4 0.0 - 3.5 1.8 22.8 0.0 3.5
PA 0.0 29.0 29.0 - 0.0 35.5 0.0 6.5
NN 32.1 17.9 0.0 1.8 - 44.6 3.6 0.0 56
PN 0.0 0.0 26.2 14.8 11.5 - 0.0 47.5 61
NP 23.1 15.4 7.7 0.0 23.1 0.0 - 30.8 13
pp 2.7 0.0 29.7 24.3 0.0 21.6 21.6 - 37
TOTAL N OF TRANSITIONS ~ " 369"
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Table 7 (continued)
Table 7
Macro State Transition Matrix of Conditional Probabilities for Girl Dyads
9 Months Old
1
COUNT
ROW PCT NO NA PO PA NN PN NP PP n
NO 10.3 51.3 2.6 23.1 0.0 12.8 0.0 39
NA 27.7 2.1 21.3 40.4 2.1 6.4 0.0 47
PO 22.2 0.0 19.0 0.0 41.3 0.0 17.5 63
PA 0.0 35.5 22.4 0.0 32.9 0.0 9.2 76
NN 20.0 30.0 2.5 2.5 32.5 10.0 2.5 40
PN 2.5 1.3 19.0 48.1 7.6 0.0 21.5 79
NP 18.8 18.8 0.0 0.0 31.3 0.0 31.3 16
PP 2.6 0.0 23.7 34.2 0.0 28.9 10.5 38
TOTAL N OF TRANSITIONS 398
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Table 7 (continued
Macro State Tran sition Matrix of Conditional Probabilities for IW Dyads
9 Months Old 1—
COUNT
KvJW Fv_ 1 NO NA PO PA NN PN NP PP n
NO 28.3 28.3 0.0 34.8 0.0 8.7 0.0 46
NA 28.6 0.0 25.0 37.5 3.6 5.4 0.0 56
PO 27.8 0.0 14.8 1.9 35.2 0.0 20.4 54
PA 0.0 34.5 12.1 1.7 41.4 0.0 10.3 58
NN 15.1 41.5 1.9 1.9 28.3 11.3 0.0 53
PN 0.0 1.5 33.8 32.4 10.3 0.0 22.1 68
NP 27.3 9.1 0.0 0.0 18.2 0.0 45.5 22
PP 0.0 0.0 24.4 31.7 2.4 19.5 22.0 41
TOTAL N OF TRANSITIONS 398
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The goal of this project was to investigate developmental modifications
in the temporal organization of face to face interaction. Dyadic states were
defined at two levels of specificity. At a micro level were 90 joint states based
on combinations of mother and infant monadic phases. For most analyses,
these states were pooled according to criteria of each partner's attentional and
affective expression to form 8 macro dyadic states. The appropriateness of
this data reduction is related to the conceptual basis for the monadic phases
classification: that phases can be ordered along an attentiona/affective
dimension. The validity of pooling micro states to form macros was empirically
examined and supported. This data reduction permitted a more powerful test
of a model proposed by Tronick and made possible an extension of that model
for interactions involving older infants. In addition, the changing nature of
infant object focus within the interaction was investigated.
Discussion of Hypotheses
The data provide strong support for the predicted acceleration phase
transitions at 3 months and evidence of developmental modifications in the
acceleration phase at successive ages. At 3 months the sequence predicted on
the basis of Tronick's dyadic model was found. This was the sequence positive/
avert to positive/neutral and positive/neutral to positive/positive . This finding
replicates Tronick et al.'s (1980) observations for a smaller sample that infant
transitions are typically in one step increments: from avert to neutral to
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Eositive. It further replicates the findings of Kaye and Fogel (1980) at 6 and at
13 weeks that infant transitions from neutral states to positive are more likely
following a mother transition from neutral to positive expression.
At 6 months positive/neutral remains the significant transition leading
to positive/positive
,
but it is reached through neutral/neutral and not positive/
avert. The infant must first become neutral before mother positive is
excitatory for a transition to joint positive engagement.
This change at 6 months is perhaps related to the reduced availability of
infant avert, but more important, particularly in the context of the 9 month
transition data, it appears to represent a greater independence of the infant
from the mother's lead. The infant's positive cycling begins with the infant
making an unelicited transition from avert to neutral. Only then, once the
infant has oriented toward the mother, is mother positive effective.
At 9 months the infant's increasing independence of the mother's lead
entails a reduction in sequential contraint in the acceleration phase. These
findings recall those of Kaye and Fogel (1980) who found that at 6 months
positive expressions by the mother were no longer either necessary or sufficient
to effect an infant transition to positive from neutral expression. The
developmental shift found by Kaye and Fogel at 6 months is evident here at 9
months. The data suggest a new symmetry within the interaction.
Not found at 3, 6, or 9 months is strong support for the predicted set of
transitions within the deceleration phase. Infant deceleration occurs in the
context of mother positive
,
but not necessarily in the incremental manner
predicted. Whereas infant acceleration is in smooth one step increments,
infant deceleration is as likely to occur in two as as in one step increments.
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This finding is consistent with Brazelton's (Brazelton et al., 1974) view that the
duration or intensity of infant positive phases is related to subsequent
transitions. Especially long or intense positive engagement, he believes, is
likely to lead more immediately to avert than neutral. There was, however, no
correlation between run durations and subsequent transition probabilities. Run
durations of positive/positive were unrelated to the following transition.
Mother positive provides a frame for the infant's phases of acceleration
and deceleration. On the relatively few occasions in which the mother does go
to neutral before the infant, she typically returns to positive before the infant
decelerates to neutral. The role of mother positive in seeming to organize the
infant's cycles parallels Sander's (Sander, Stechler, Julia & Burns, 1976) finding
that infant physiological cycles become entrained to environmental input. The
coordination of macro cycles during the perinatal period appears to be
succeeded by the coordination of micro-cycles later in the first half-year. The
relationship between mother and infant positive clearly requires further study
in order to determine how such phase coordination is achieved; whether there
are specific cross-lag dependencies or whether the infant's cycles are
associated with more general features of maternal behavior (cf. Cohn and
Tronick, 1983). The nature of the developmental shift toward greater
symmetry that occurs between 6 and 9 months also requires further
investigation.
Joint Reference to Objects
A neglected topic in most investigations of early social interaction has
been the nature of infant attention to objects. No doubt the salience of social
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as opposed to object interaction in the age range predominantly studied, 2 to ,
months, accounts for this lack of emphasis. Another is the view that the
quality of the infant's interactions with others is fundamentally distinct.
Differences in the infant's cycles of attention (Brazelton et a!., 197*) and the
quality of behavior self-regulation (Bullowa, 1975) have been cited by
Tronick (1981), for instance, to demonstrate the disjunction between these
realms of experience.
One implication is that these activities occur in separate contexts until
the middle of the first year. At that time the infant presumably begins to
integrate object and social experience (Tronick, 1981). Developmental^,
Tronick proposes that the infant first learns to regulate social interaction; then
to regulate interactions with objects; and only then to simultaneously integrate
object and other into social interaction. The transition data suggest that the
ontogeny of such integration is to be found at least by 3 months.
The infant's capacity to integrate objects and other can be seen in
elementary form by 3 months. The infant does not make age limited or context
related distinctions between these types of experience. While the increase in
infant object attention at 6 months is dramatic, even at 3 months the
proportion of infant attention directed to objects is substantial. More
important, the marked increase in object attention is achieved by reducing the
proportion of avert and not by reducing the proportion of time spent oriented
toward the mother. The infant if able to accommodate its increasing interest
in objects in its attentional structure without sacrificing its involvement with
another. This seems to be an elementary integration of object and social
experience.
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From the patterns of joing action one can speculate how the infant
comes to integrate reference to oh]ects and people simultaneously. The mother
responds to infant object focus in one of two ways. One is to attempt to
Posit.vely elicit the infant to orient toward her. This is especially common at 6
months. The other, and more important, is that she cycles between attend and
mutuaioblect. She shifts her attention between infant and object. In this way
she provides the infant with the potential for experiencing joint reference to
objects. The obvious question is at what age does the infant first experience
that reference to objects is shared. Also, in what ways is this experience
related to the infant's later capacity for simultaneously integrating objects and
other in play episodes- At what age can the infant himself bring about deitic
gaze (cf. Scaife and Bruner, 1975). These questions require further investi-
gation. What is clear is that the maturation of the infant's interest in objects
occurs within a social context primed for shared reference to objects.
Clinical Implications
Infant intervention programs have become increasingly prevalent and
increasingly concerned with the quality of the parent/infant relationship.
Unfortunately, there have not been adequate data available regarding the
temporal organization of interactions in order to supplement clinical judgement
of assessment and intervention. The data presented here have implications in
this regard.
One diagnostic sign seems to be a reduced proportion of parent gaze
contact during interactions. A ubiquitous feature of interactions in non-clinic
dyads is the extent to which adult gaze frames the infant's behavior. Parents
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almost always look at the infant or at the object of their infant's attention.
This framing relationship is of instrumental importance to the infant's capacity
to organize its own behavior (Bloom, 1974) and its disruption could be expected
to clinically impact on the infant's social development. Distortions of visual
framing may suggest dyssynchrony between parent and infant.
Another sign of dysfunction may be a high proportion of infant positive
elicits. Cohn and Tronick (1983) found that infant responded to a mother
simulating depression by repeating a pattern of an attenuated positive display
preceding a gaze aversion. The developmental data presented above suggest
that the 3 month old infants responding to simulated maternal depression were
demonstrating a competence not ordinarily seen until later in the first year. It
is, furthermore, atypical for positive expressions to be realiably followed by
gaze aversion.
The findings at 3 and at 6 months that mother positive provides a frame
for the infant's cycles of positive suggests that parents need to initiate and
sustain positive states rather than waiting for their infants to initiate them,
and that the nature of the exchange is coactional rather than reciprocal. The
affective component of the parent's scaffolding provides an organizing context
for infant positive cycles. At 3 months the parent might best initiate positive
when the infant is in avert and at 6 months after the infant has first oriented
toward the parent. At no age is mother positive expected to lead to an infant
transition from object to neutral or positive.
These implications are presented with the reservation that much more
must be learned about the normative course of mother/infant interaction in low
SES and high risk populations. Recent work by Sameroff and colleagues
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(Sameroff, Seifer, <5c Zax, 1983) find that the course of social development is
related to both SES and the severity of maternal disturbance. In order to
better understand the temporal organization of mother/infant interaction and
the course of social development there is a need for developmental studies of
such populations using microanalytic techniques.
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APPENDIX
Monadic Phase Manual
E. Tronick, E. Krafchuk, M. Ricks, S. Winn
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Infant Monadic Phase
1.0 Protest:
2.0 Avert :
2.01
2.02
3.0 Social Attend :
3.10
6.0 Social Play :
6.10
fr.O Object Attend:
Strong negative facial expressions of cry or
grimace, cry or fussy vocalizations including
attempts to orient body, head and eyes away
from the partner.
Negative facial expressions of grimace, pout,
wary, frown lidded or neutral; may have single
vocalizations including a partial or complete
turning of body, head or eyes from the partner.
Head complete side (level, down, up) without
grimace
Gaze away with neutral, lidded, frowning, wary,
pout or grimacing expression
Facial expressions of grimace, pout, wary, frown,
lidded, neutral, bright while orientation of head,
body and eye are toward the partner, with or
without single vocalizations.
Any of the above with hand in mouth or
telephone operator pose
Facial expressions are one of the smile or play
faces, may have laughing vocalization with
orientation of body, head, and eye toward the
partner.
Rhythmic social play-games that have a highly
conventional aspect, e.g., pat-a-cakes, peek-a-
boo
Facial expression of grimace, pout, wary, lidded
neutral, bright while orientation of head, body,
and eye are toward an object with or without
single vocalizations. Object may be self,
apparel, or inanimate, e.g., strap, side of chair.
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4.10
7.10
Same as 4.0 but I is also manipulating the object
of attention
1A Object Play : Facial expression is one of the smile or play
faces, may have laughing vocalization and
orientation of body, head and eye is toward an
object (as defined in 4.0).
Same as 7.0 but I is manipulating the object of
attention
—— Affective expressions are positive and orienta-
tion is fully toward the partner as in Play and
some positive vocalization occurs.
10.0 Pick me-up: Actions on the part of the I that appear to signal
the message pick-me-up.
-LL2 Greet: Simple or broad smile face, oriented toward the
partner with either or both hands coming up to
side of head or face.
12.0 Positive Away : Same as 6.0 or 9.0 but eyes are oriented away
from partner.
Adult Monadic Phases
2.0 Avert : Negative to neutral disengagement; orientation is
away from I's face and not on an object related
to the interaction; facial expressions are
negative to bright; vocalizations are stern, angry,
adult like, breaking the flow of the interaction
(e.g., adjusting strap as opposed to using strap as
object on which to focus baby)
3.0 Social Attend (Neutral engagement) : Outline looking at I: affective
expressions are negative to bright - no smiles; no
vocalizations occur or vocalizations are A narra-
tive; whisper, or baby talk, but not burst-pause or
sing-song.
A engages in activities, often abrupt or staccoto,
that either brings her into the I's line of vision or
shifts the I into her line of vision.
A uses her hand(s) as an object - e.g., making
butterfly hands
Orientation is toward object, affect as in 3.0;
may or may not be manipulaing object. Joint
focus by A and I is scored here and not when
3.50 Social Elicit:
3.7
4.0 Object Attend:
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0ring the L Codes are then adjusted.
4*2 ? S orientation is toward I's feed or hands.
Joint Focus on I's feet or hands.
n\ A
'
s orientation is towards her own hand(s).
Joint Focus on A's hands.4.5
4.6
A's orientation is towards an inanimate object(e.g., strap or chair)
I'j
Joint Focus on inanimate object (not the wall)A uses her own hands as object, she's not
necessarily looking at them.
NOTE:
a.™!? °k
j0i
,7
f°CU
u
° r aCtivit
,
Y WU1 °CCUr ' In these ^stances, A mayglance briefly at her infant (not more than 1 second) and will notcease her activity involving the object. Such brief glances to the Ido not warrant change from the joint object focus categories to
social attend unless coder needs that information.
— (Positive engagement): Looking at with smile
(focus on actions not vocalizations). Orientation
is fully toward infant; affect is positive-
animated faces, smile or play face; A's vocali-
zations are narrative, whisper or "baby talk."
Burst pause or sing song vocalizations are not
focus of the interaction. Sing-song vocalizations
may occur but centered around a game (i.e., pat-
a-cake) or if A's eye orientation is shifting or
unclear, but interaction is clearly focused on a
game (as in a touching game - I'm gonna getcha,
tickle of body, etc., where vocalizations are sing
song but touching is the focus) use this category
ur>til the game is clearly over on A's side.
6,05 As in 3.5 with smile or play face or animated
face.
7.0 Object Play; Affective expression is positive, as in 6.0 orien-
tation is away from I and towards an object.
Manipulation may or may not occur. If A is
holding I's hands, use 7.3 or 7.4.
7 *i A's orientation is toward I's feet or hands.
7*2 Joint focus is toward her own hand(s).
7 *3 A's orientation is towards her own hand(s).
7A Joint focus on A's hand(s).
7 *5 A's orientation is towards an inanimate object
(e.g., strap or chair).
7 «6 Joint focus on inanimate object.
7
-
7 A uses hands as object (e.g., butterfly hands).
9.0 Talk: Orientation is fully towards the I, with positive
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affect (as in 6.0) burst-pause and sing-song
vocalizations must occur. These vocalizations
are higher pitched covering a wide range of
intonation similar to A questions. Each burst has
a clear beginning with definite pauses in
between. Do not code as talk if only one burst
occurs - it must be repeated at least once in
timing and intonation. Very often the exact
words will be repeated; it's not necessary that
the same words be used, if the timing and
intonation are the same.

